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At What Point Should Companies Cease Using Controversial
Packaging Components?
This month, we will explore the surprisingly complex question of “when?,” as in, when does a packaging
company decide to stop using a controversial component substance?

Author — Eric Greenberg, Contributing Editor, Packaging World

Jun 28th, 2021

Do you stop on the very day it’s literally prohibited by

law, or before that, at the  rst whi  of public

controversy, or somewhere in between?

It’s not a theoretical question. Instead, it’s a supremely

practical one, as the substances in food packaging are

garnering more attention perhaps than ever before. Think of examples like the recent

controversy and legal actions against uses of bisphenol A, as well as the new model law

that a number of U.S. states are likely soon to adopt that essentially bans PFAS and

phthalates, and the EU o cials who have declared titanium dioxide not  t for use in

food (is packaging next?).

I posed the “when” question to a number of folks in various roles in the packaging

industry. They turned out to have well-reasoned, articulate responses, as expected from

experienced professionals, and while the themes of their comments were in some

respects predictable—for example, that large companies have more resources than

small ones to track these issues and be proactive—there were some surprises and some

excellent advice for those who want to better adapt to changing times.

One o cial at a large food brand says they try not to be in uenced by public pressure

alone, and although they will work to  nd alternative materials to substances deemed

controversial, “We are responsive to consumers, and we are informed by science.”

Although “public perception is a component” of their decisions, it’s not determinative.

What’s more, this o cial opines that reacting to legislative proposals is seldom

warranted, and predicts that the recent updates to the Toxics in Packaging

Clearinghouse model legislation are unlikely to get widespread adoption.

Says an o cial of a major packaging supplier, “The decision to phase out of a material

is based on numerous factors. Of course, the  rst one is if the material is being banned

in geographies that cover too much of your intended product area to continue use in

other areas. A er that it is based on a scienti c risk assessment of the actual risk from

that material.”

PACK EXPO Las Vegas and Healthcare Packaging EXPO (Sept. 27-29, Las Vegas

Convention Center) will reunite the packaging and processing community. With

over 1400 exhibitors, no other event in 2021 will bring together a more

comprehensive gathering of suppliers o ering new products, technologies and

solutions. Attendee registration is now open.

They also commented that, “O en the headlines about the danger of a material do not

match the actual risk to consumers based on extremely low exposures. Then the  nal

decision is based on if the material is an important component of your  nal product. If

it can be removed without major reduction in the performance of the  nal product, it is

o en easier to just remove a material that has the potential to be a PR problem.”

Another food packaging o cial, also with years of experience at a big brand, takes a

practical view of the “when” question. They note that generally, “The day a company

moves away from a substance is the day when they  nd a suitable alternative at an

a ordable price.” Companies that use packaging and have the ability to plan ahead

should do so, and “Unless they’re foolish and the company has its head in the sand, they

should be looking for those alternatives before the law bans them.” Communication up

and down the supply chain is crucial, they say, with, ideally, users telling converters

their needs, and converters passing along those messages to their suppliers. It’s easier

said than done for smaller companies than it is for larger ones.

One regulatory o cial at a large packaging converter is acutely aware of the unique

characteristics of their company’s role. “Plastics converters are o en caught between
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the brand owners and suppliers of innovations. Brand owners are, more o en, the  rst

to drive a change due to public perception whereas material suppliers are driven more

by regulation implementation/bans or larger market shi s to drive change. As a

converter, the best approach is to combine the two landscapes, based upon frequency

of brand owner inquiry and feedback from suppliers, so a solution can be identi ed

before there is a public outcry that will manifest into a prohibitive regulation.”

When you pose the “when” question to a former federal food agency o cial and food

company product development executive who is now an industry consultant, they

opine that the di erence in companies’ approaches “depends on how sophisticated

they are.”

Companies who can monitor developments and anticipate changes should use a

mixture of tools. They should keep tabs on social media—whether the information there

is truthful or not—to gauge consumer values, and on the policy world, such as

legislators and regulators, consumer protection activists, and even court decisions.

How? “One way to be nimble enough is to track all these trends,” with in-house

personnel for larger companies, or via consultants for smaller ones. (I’d be remiss if I

didn’t add Packaging World as well.)

While “Perception, whether factual or not,” should play a role in guiding a company’s

assessment of risks, they add that risks or threats of change can sometimes be

opportunities. If private rather than legal pressures induce your company to stop using

a substance, for example, you might tout that fact in your marketing materials, turning

the change to your advantage.

In summary, these choices are individualized. Each company needs to evaluate a

number of pressures, and weigh its own priorities, to help it answer the “when”

question.

Eric Greenberg can be reached at greenberg@efg-law.com. Or visit his  rm’s Web site

at www.ericfgreenbergpc.com.
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Operational excellence

Eric Greenberg Jun 28th, 2021

At What Point Should Companies Cease
Using Controversial Packaging
Components?
This month, we will explore the surprisingly complex
question of “when?,” as in, when does a packaging
company decide to stop using a controversial component
substance?

Supplier News

Safe Load Testing Technologies Jun 8th, 2021

Companies Invest in the International
Expansion of Safe Load Testing
Technologies
Safe Load Testing Technologies' products and its
leadership in Europe were the two determining factors for
the MONDRAGON Corp. and CDTi to invest more than
€600,000 in international expansion of the company.

Operational excellence

Sterling Anthony May 24th, 2021

Approved Vendor Lists for Packaging
To be told, “You’re on my list,” is welcomed news when it
refers to an AVL.

Supplier News

Sacmi USA May 11th, 2021

Sacmi to Host Webinar on the Pro table
Use of Recycle PET
Sacmi will hold a free webinar on How to Turn PET/rPET
Preforms Quality Control Into a Pro table Advantage on
May 20, 2021 11:00 AM EDT in collaboration with the
Beverage Industry Magazine.

Operational excellence Sponsored Home
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Sterling Anthony May 3rd, 2021

Packaging’s Vital Role in Vendor
Management
Managing packaging vendors should not be like herding
cats.

Aug 31st, 2020

Check out The Cobot Spot from Universal
Robots
Looking for automation solutions for packaging and
palletizing? This is your destination for all things cobot.
Whether it’s webinars, video case studies or product
information, you’ll  nd it all in this one spot. Kim Overstreet Apr 20th, 2021

Preventing Internal Cyberattacks Could
Save Companies Millions
Cyberattacks in the U.S. have the highest cost of any global
nation, with an average cost of $8.64 million per
occurrence for companies su ering an attack.

Supplier News

Cama North America Apr 12th, 2021

Cama Group Joins Smart Packaging Hub
A new Smart Packaging Hub will help visitors discover
answers to their most pressing innovation and
digitalization questions—across the entire packaging value
chain.

Supplier News

SourceHUB Apr 2nd, 2021

SourceHUB Launches Rapid Global Supply
Response Program
SourceHUB, a provider of a collaborative technology
platform for packaging procurement, launched its Rapid
Global Supply Response Program to help address
increasing demands … supply chain strain and disruption.

COVID-19

Sterling Anthony Mar 30th, 2021

Speed-to-Market in the Wake of COVID-19
A full-speed-ahead approach should include a well-
de ned destination and the avoidance of speed bumps.

Home

OMAC Mar 25th, 2021

OMAC Helps Manufacturers Share Best
Practices
“When manufacturers come together and share best
practices, the whole industry bene ts,” says Bryan Gri en
of PMMI. New OMAC website encourages and promotes
your involvement.

Sponsored

Jun 1st, 2021

Unique FlipGuard™ dispensing closure
delivers branding and safety
Consumers want secure, convenient and smooth
dispensing for sauces, dressings and condiments. Berry's
new FlipGuard  ip-top dispenser's unique design includes
a tamper-evident strip and more.

Home

PMMI Jan 29th, 2021

OpX Best Practices for Accessing
Equipment Remotely
How to select a solution for accessing equipment remotely
that can work for both OEMs and CPGs.

Controls & automation

Pat Reynolds Dec 24th, 2020

Barcode Readers Aid in Serialization
Packaging machinery OEM Packaging E ciency Solutions
found just the right bar code scanners for a system that
inspects all angles of the bottle or label at speeds to 100
bottles/min.

Package Design

Oct 19th, 2020

S10 Nanographic Press Reaches NY
Converter
Duggal Visual Solutions recently installed a new seven-
color Landa S10 Nanographic press in its New York City
facility.

Operational excellence

Melissa Griffen Oct 14th, 2020

CPGs and OEMs Reveal Tips for Conducting
Successful Virtual FATs
The Checklist is important but allow the process the extra
time needed in a virtual setting.

Home

Kim Overstreet Sep 11th, 2020

IIoT Blind Spots: Where are They and Do
You Have Them?
A crucial component of automation advancement, yet one
that is lacking at most manufacturers, is the deployment
of IIoT connectivity across an entire enterprise, including
key areas such as receiving, warehousing, and shipping.

Home

Kim Overstreet Sep 9th, 2020

Moving Automation Up the Line
According to a new report by PMMI Business Intelligence,
OEMs and suppliers should assist manufacturers to
identify new automation projects that lie outside the
traditional end-of-line packaging and palletizing.

Home

Stephanie Neil Jul 24th, 2020

Reverse Engineering the Organization
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